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New Features in P6 Professional 16.1

Enhancements in P6 Professional 16.1 include:

- Show lag and relationship type in Activity Table
- Schedule Comparison in P6 Visualizer
Schedule Comparison in Visualizer

Starting in P6 Professional 16.1, the Claim Digger reporting feature is launched in P6 Visualizer as Schedule Comparison. Schedule Comparison enables you to generate a report that compares selected data fields in a revised project and its corresponding original project or a revised project and a corresponding baseline. For each comparison report, specify the project and activity data fields you want to compare, choose the format of the report output file, and specify whether you want to group activity data by activity, rather than by data type.

To access this feature:
In Visualizer, click the Add icon, and then click Schedule Comparison.
Show Lag and Relationship Type in the Activity Table

P6 Professional 16.1 enables you to view lag and relationship type data in the Activity Table in the Activities window. Two columns -- Predecessor Details and Successor Details -- have been added to the Lists grouping in the Columns dialog box. These read-only columns display the Activity ID, relationship type, and lag of a predecessor or successor activity. This feature is useful if you need to quickly find activities that have relationship lag.

To access this feature:
Click the Columns icon in the Activities window. Select columns from the Lists grouping in the Columns dialog box.